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Abstract. Computer arithmetic is the logical theory which formalizes the way
computers manipulate integer numbers.
In this paper, we describe a combined system whose components are a logical
theory for the Isabelle theorem prover, a calculational engine based on rewriting
techniques, and a decision procedure for an extension of quantifier-free Presburger
arithmetic.
The goal of this work is to provide a general and efficient tool to help proving
theorems in computer arithmetic. This contribution shows how it is possible to combine different formal techniques (deductive systems, rewriting techniques, decision
procedures) in order to solve a notoriously hard problem.
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1. Introduction
Computer arithmetic is the mathematical theory which underlies the
way calculational machines operate on integer numbers.
Computers manipulate integer numbers of a finite, fixed precision,
internally represented as strings of bits of fixed length. A processor’s
hardware [3] is built to perform additions, multiplications, and other
standard arithmetical operations along with logical operations like “or”,
“and”, “not”, “exclusive or”, and so on.
The distinguishing features of computer arithmetic are:
− logical operations, i.e., the ability to calculate bit per bit the conjunction, disjunction and negation of integers. For clarity, since we
deal with a logical theory, we will refer to these operations with
the adjective bitwise;
− fixed precision, which means every representable number lies in a
fixed, well-defined range of values and every operation must signal
∗
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exceptions, when unable to provide a result which fits into that
range, usually by means of carry and/or overflows bits.
The goal of this paper is to provide a logical formulation for computer arithmetic, suitable for coding in a theorem proving environment,
along with an algorithmic, as opposed to logically declarative, calculational engine based on equational rewriting techniques, which forms
the natural counterpart for the logical representation, and a decision
procedure providing efficiency in computation, without compromising
validity of results.
Even if it may appear to be a very specialized topic, an integrated
decision procedure and a calculational engine for computer arithmetic
is very general and very useful as well.
Dropping the constraint of finite precision, computer arithmetic is
actually an extension of the standard theory of integer numbers [16],
i.e., it provides the usual operations on integers as well as bitwise
operations.
From another point of view, the one of formal verification [6], computer arithmetic is essential, since it is the theory we are really dealing
with when we execute a program, or when we design a digital circuit.
What we are about to show is a logical theory plus a rewriting
engine to perform calculations and an automatic procedure for deciding
(in)equalities. Our discussion will be general, but we will constantly
refer, for the applicative aspects, to our particular implementation
which uses Isabelle’s higher-order logic theory (Isabelle/HOL) [10] and
Standard ML [9].
Our tool is particularly designed to approach the formal verification
of object code, since it was developed as a part of a bigger project,
Holly [2], on this subject. Despite its origin, the designing purposes
do not affect the generality of the ideas, nor the applicability of the
implementation to other theories and problems.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the
precise description of what computer arithmetic is; in Section 3, we
specify each component of the system to deal with computer arithmetic;
Section 4 explains how the combination of the previous parts allows us
to tackle non trivial problems and how the interaction of components
is the key for success in this application; in Section 5 we briefly discuss
what we have achieved.
2. Computer Arithmetic
We said in the introduction that computer arithmetic is the logical
theory which models the way computers treat numbers. In fact, we
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developed an abstract model for the arithmetic implemented by computers.
Every computer works by using bits, bytes, words and so on. These
are the elements (interpreted as numbers) the Arithmetical Logical Unit
(ALU, the part of a processor which is devoted to perform calculations
[3]) is able to deal with. There are significant differences between processors in the size of numerical types (i.e., the precision) and in their
bounds (i.e., the range of values an element can represent). Nowadays
most processors are able to deal with operations on bytes, double bytes
and quadruple bytes; the usual convention they use for the sign of
a number is the two’s complement representation, and they are able
to perform additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions, bitwise
conjunction, bitwise disjunction and bitwise negation on the numerical
types they provide.
We want to have a general theory, which closely resembles the way
ALUs perform calculations, but we do not want to choose a particular
set of numerical types for a specific processor. Since we aim to be very
general, we adopt a simplifying decision: we specify only one numerical
type, integers (formally represented as the type int), with no bounds
and infinite precision, and we represent them in the two’s complement
notation, with the full set of standard operations. In section 3.1, we
will provide the technical details.
We can define the computer numerical types by subtyping [1, 12]:
unsigned bytes = {x : int | 0 ≤ x < 256}
signed bytes
= {x : int | −128 ≤ x < 128} ,
or by quotienting with an equivalence relation [10]:
byte = int/{hx, yi | x mod 256 = y mod 256} .
If we do not consider the bitwise operations, int is isomorphic to ZZ,
the ring of integers numbers. In this way our system can be effectively
used as an arithmetical oracle on integers.
We can even use our tool as an oracle for standard arithmetic, that is
the theory of natural numbers: they could be represented by subtyping
nat = {x : int | x ≥ 0} ,
or by quotienting
nat = int/{hx, yi | x = y ∨ x = −y} .
Both of these axiomatizations have some difficulties: the former does
not respect subtraction, e.g., 3 − 7 = −4 on integers, but 3 − 7 should
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be 0 on naturals; the latter does not respect the ordering relation, e.g.,
−3 < 2 on integers, but 3 6< 2 on naturals.
For this reason, and because Isabelle provides a good implementation for the theory of natural numbers (terms of type nat), our tool is
able to treat them directly.
Our system is developed as a package for the higher-order logic theory of the Isabelle theorem prover, so it seems worthwhile to compare it
with similar theories/packages for Isabelle and other theorem provers.
Isabelle has no specialized decision procedures for the theory of integer numbers: its formalization of natural number arithmetic is quite
advanced and a powerful simplification procedure is able to decide
most elementary propositions in a reasonably efficient way. But, for
the moment, the theory of integer numbers is quite undeveloped; for
instance, it lacks the division and modulus operations, and, without
modifying the simplifier, it fails to prove simple goals like
x+1−x = 1 .
The comparison with other, similar, theorem provers is more problematic, since their designs are different and it is not simple to identify
a subsystem which could be properly compared with our tool. From a
very general point of view, the HOL theorem prover [7] has a decision
procedure (coded up as a tactic) which could be roughly equivalent
to the calculation engine (Section 3.2), while the logical theory is an
essential part of the logic the prover provides. There are no specialized
decision procedures for arithmetic in HOL, but only clever instances of
the tactics for the general logic.
The situation for PVS [8] is different: this theorem prover provides
a decision procedure for integer arithmetic, which is based on the same
algorithm we use (see Section 3.3); the logical representation for integers is part of the standard logic, and an equivalent of the calculational
engine is embedded into the simplification tactics. But, in contrast with
our tool, PVS does not provide bitwise operations on pure integers, but
it develops a specialized theory (called bitvector ) to reason about binary
represented numbers.

3. The Components
The concept of computer arithmetic is implemented by three major
parts. A logical theory for arithmetic is developed in section 3.1. It
comprises a definition of integer numbers and operations on them using
Isabelle/HOL [11] as an example environment. Section 3.2 presents the
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calculation engine used to do calculations and simplifications on arithmetical expressions, efficiently. Last but not least, a decision procedure
is introduced in section 3.3. We have chosen Shostak’s SUP-INF
method [14] for proving formulas of an extension of quantifier-free
Presburger arithmetic.
3.1. The Logical Development
Our first goal is to devise a logical theory which describes what we
intend to call integer numbers, the definitions of operations and their
basic properties. This theory is an instrument to reason, in a formal
way, e.g., using a theorem prover, about properties of integers which
could be modeled inside computer arithmetic.
As remarked in Section 2, computer arithmetic is based on a particular representation of numbers: every number is represented as a string
of binary digits. Formally the type for integer numbers is defined as
follows1 :
datatype int = PlusSign
| MinusSign
| Bcons int bool
The value PlusSign stands for 0 while the value MinusSign stands
for −1; looking at the binary representation, PlusSign is the infinite
string where every bit is 0, while MinusSign is the infinite string where
every bit is 1. The Bcons constructor works by appending a bit (F alse
for 0, and T rue for 1) to a string of bits.
Intuitively, 6 (binary 110) will be represented as
Bcons (Bcons (Bcons PlusSign T rue) T rue) F alse
and −6 (binary . . . 1010) will be represented as
Bcons (Bcons (Bcons MinusSign F alse) T rue) F alse
The mapping from int to integers is straightforward:
map

PlusSign 7−→ 0
map
MinusSign 7−→ −1
map
Bcons x y 7−→ 2(map x) + (if y then 1 else 0) ,
1

This representation is borrowed from the Bin theory of Isabelle/HOL.
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and vice versa
0
−1
2x

map0

7−→ PlusSign

map0

7−→ MinusSign

map0

7−→ Bcons (map0 x) F alse

map0

2x + 1 7−→ Bcons

(map0

x) T rue

if x 6= 0
if x 6= −1 .

We will use, for clarity, the usual numerical representation 2 , or
a binary representation, where it is convenient. Both notations are
unambiguous.
An important point about this representation lays in the fact that
it is not fully determined: the same integer could be represented in
different, but equivalent, ways. For example 5 could be represented
by . . . 0101, or by . . . 00000101. The difference between two equivalent
representation is in the trailing bits: formally,
Bcons PlusSign F alse = PlusSign
and
Bcons MinusSign T rue = MinusSign .
Propagating these equations through the inductive structure of the
definition of int, we eventually get a normal form for our representation.
In this way, an easy definition of equality is given: two representations
are equal if and only if their normal forms are syntactically identical.
The definition of the successor and predecessor functions, as well as
of addition, subtraction and multiplication is straightforward, and it is
summarized in Figure 1.
Formalizing division is more complex, since it is a partial operation,
i.e., it is not defined when the divisor is 0. For the same reason, the
remainder operation (mod) is awkward to define in a direct way. We
define these pair of operators as the ones satisfying the basic equation:
x/y + x mod y = x

when y 6= 0

under the additional constraint
0 ≤ x mod y < y
Bitwise operations are easily defined by induction on the structure
of integer representation: the precise statements are given in Figure 2.
2

So PlusSign becomes 0, MinusSign becomes −1, Bcons x T rue is written as
2x + 1 and Bcons x F alse is written as 2x.
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Successor function
Succ(0)
=1
Succ(−1)
=0
Succ(2x + 1) = 2 Succ(x)
Succ(2x)
= 2x + 1

7

Predecessor function
Pred(0)
= −1
Pred(−1)
= −2
Pred(2x + 1) = 2x
Pred(2x)
= 2 Pred(x) + 1

Addition
0+x
=x
−1 + x
= Pred(x)
x+0
=x
x + −1
= Pred(x)
(2x + 1) + (2y + 1) = 2 Succ(x + y)
(2x + 1) + 2y
= 2(x + y) + 1
2x + (2y + 1)
= 2(x + y) + 1
2x + 2y
= 2(x + y)
Subtraction
x − y = x + (−y)

Numeric Complement
−0
=0
−(−1)
=1
−(2x + 1) = Pred(−2x)
−2x
= 2 (−x)

Multiplication
0·x
=0
−1 · x
= −x
(2x + 1) · y = 2(x · y) + y
2x · y
= 2(x · y)

Figure 1. Definitions for arithmetical operations

In order to reason about inequalities we need to define the ordering
relation. This is done as a two-step process: first, we reduce the less
than to 0 is less than
x < y ≡ ∃z.0 < z ∧ x + z = y ,
then, we state the conditions under which an integer is positive
0 6< 0
0 6< −1
0 < 2x ≡ 0 < x
0 < 2x + 1 ≡ 0 < x ∨ 0 = x .
In the usual way we define x ≤ y ≡ x < y ∨ x = y, x ≥ y ≡ y ≤ x and
x > y ≡ y < x.
In order to be able to deduce interesting properties about numbers,
we need some induction principles: we provide the ones summarized
in Figure 3. They encode induction over the structure of the binary
representation, and two variants of the standard induction over natural
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Conjunction
0∧x
=0
=x
−1 ∧ x
x∧0
=0
=x
x ∧ −1
(2x + 1) ∧ (2y + 1) = 2(x ∧ y) + 1
= 2(x ∧ y)
(2x + 1) ∧ 2y
2x ∧ (2y + 1)
= 2(x ∧ y)
2x ∧ 2y
= 2(x ∧ y)

Negation
= −1
¬0
=0
¬−1
¬(2x + 1) = 2(¬x)
= 2(¬x) + 1
¬(2x)

Disjunction
0∨x
=x
−1 ∨ x
= −1
x∨0
=x
= −1
x ∨ −1
(2x + 1) ∨ (2y + 1) = 2(x ∨ y) + 1
(2x + 1) ∨ 2y
= 2(x ∨ y) + 1
2x ∨ (2y + 1)
= 2(x ∨ y) + 1
2x ∨ 2y
= 2(x ∨ y)

Figure 2. Definitions for bitwise operations

numbers. These instruments are used to prove a wide set of lemmas
which provides a (partial) validation for the other components, specifically for the rewrite rules of the calculation engine and the axioms of
the decision procedure.
P (x), x ≥ k
..
.

P (x), x ≤ k
..
.
P (k) P (x + 1)
∀x ≤ k.P (x)

P (k) P (x + 1)
∀x ≥ k.P (x)
P (x)
..
.

P (x)
..
.

P (0) P (−1) P (2x) P (2x + 1)
∀x.P (x)

Figure 3. Induction principles
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3.2. The Calculational Engine
A theory of integer numbers is developed in a logical framework; see
section 3.1. The purpose of the Calculational Engine is to do reductions
on integer expressions outside the logic.
A calculational engine works in a syntactical way by term rewriting and in a semantical way by doing actual calculations on integer
numbers using the implementation programming language. It has been
implemented in a functional programming language, namely Standard
ML [9]. This engine is defined by a function that takes the representation of an integer expression and gives back a term that represents
an equivalent, but reduced integer expression. We clarify next what we
understand by representation of an integer expression, by equivalent,
and by reduced.
The syntax of an internal language, in which the calculations and
rewritings are done, is fixed by a data type. The corresponding construct IntTerm in ML is shown in Figure 4. It defines inductively a set
of terms, called Int for the rest of this section.
datatype IntTerm =
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

IntConstant of term * IntTerm list
IntValue of int
IntSucc of IntTerm
IntPred of IntTerm
IntComp of IntTerm
IntPlus of IntTerm * IntTerm
IntMinus of IntTerm * IntTerm
IntTimes of IntTerm * IntTerm
IntDivide of IntTerm * IntTerm
IntModulus of IntTerm * IntTerm;

Figure 4. The syntax of the internal language.

Since the calculational engine is used to reason about integer expressions, that data type closely corresponds to the syntax for integer
expressions used in section 3.1. In fact, to allow a smooth combination
of deduction system and calculational engine, there is an obvious mapping from integer expressions to their representations in the internal
language. That mapping is a bijection between the quotient of integer
expressions formed by the equivalence relation, that relates different
representations of the same integer number, and the representation
of integer expressions in ML. See section 4 for the combination of
reasoners.
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We call expressions, formed by IntTerm, integer expressions for the
rest of this section, bearing in mind that those are just a representation
of the expressions developed in 3.1.
The manipulation of integer expressions is done by a set of ML
functions, called rewrite functions. Figure 5 shows such a function. The
pattern matching feature of ML is used here to rewrite terms that have
a certain structure and leave others unchanged.
fun Axiom1 (IntPlus (IntValue 0, x): IntTerm) =
x
| Axiom1 default = default;
Figure 5. A rewrite function.

A rewrite rule is gained by taking a lemma about the equivalence
of integer expressions deduced from the definition of integers on the
logical level and directing the equation, say from left to right, then
we also translate the left- and the right-hand side to Int, using the
obvious mapping where integer variables are taken to ML variables to
allow pattern matching. A rewrite function is made from such rules in
the obvious way. The following shows the preparing steps to implement
the rewrite function of figure 5. We take a lemma given by the definition
of integers in section 3.1.
x+0=x
That translates to the rewrite rule
IntPlus (x, IntValue 0) → x
where x is a ML variable over IntTerm.
This tight relation between rewrite functions in ML and lemmas
derived on the logical level gives a good justification for the claim that
an integer expression is rewritten into an expression which is equivalent
by means of the logical definition of integers. A formal treatment of that
matter is beyond the scope of this paper, textbooks on term rewriting
or overview articles such as [5] may be referred to for the standard
proofs necessary.
A crucial matter for the practical use of the calculational engine is
the guarantee of termination. Since the rewrite procedure stops only if
no more rules can be applied to any subterm of a given expression, it
is therefore obvious that one cannot choose arbitrary lemmas to make
them to rewrite rules. For instance, the unconditional application of
IntPlus (x, y) → IntPlus (y, x)
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is always possible if the argument expression contains addition.
The rewriting stops if every rewrite rule produces a “reduced” version of its argument, if applied. To express this reduction a well-founded
ordering over Int has to be defined, and then one has to show that every
rewrite rule in the system, if applied, gives a result that is strictly
smaller than the argument. Provided that holds, the rewrite process
must terminate, because the reduction cannot go on forever.
An ordering over terms can be conveniently defined by a homomorphism from the ground terms of Int to an algebra A (of the same
signature) which already has a well founded ordering. Let  be such a
well founded ordering on A, then the monotonicity condition:
fA (. . . x . . . )  fA (. . . y . . . )

if

xy

for all operations fA and all x, y in A has to hold, as well.
The mapping τ1 : Int → {2, 3, . . . } explained in Figure 6 is a good
starting point for an overall termination argument, where  is the usual
well-ordering on natural numbers.
IntConstantA(a, b) = 2
IntPlusA (a, b)
IntValueA a
= 2
IntMinusA(a, b)
IntSuccA a
= a + 4 IntTimesA(a, b)
IntPredA a
= a + 4 IntDivideA(a, b)
IntCompA a
= 2a
IntModulusA(a, b)

=
=
=
=
=

a+b+1
a + 2b + 1
a·b
a·b
a·b

Figure 6. A reduction mapping.

A reduction ordering τ1 over Int is now given by:
s τ1 t iff

τ1 (s)  τ1 (t)

with s, t ∈ Int. However, we need further reduction relations for coping
with associative and commutative rewrite rules. Such measures are
given by the mappings τ2 and τ3 sketched in Figure 7 and Figure 8,
respectively, where a suitable ordering relation < has to be defined.
IntPlusA (a, IntPlusA (b, c)) = 2
IntPlusA (IntPlusA (a, b), c) = 3
...
Figure 7. A reduction mapping.

The reduction ordering τ , which we use, is built from τ1 , τ2 , and
τ3 in the standard way of composing orderings by the lexicographical
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IntPlusA (a, b) = 2
IntPlusA (a, b) = 3
...

if
if

a<b
b<a

Figure 8. A reduction mapping.

ordering of the cross-product. That is, given s and t ∈ textbfInt, then
s τ t iff s τ1 t, or in case s = t, then s τ2 t, or in case s = t,
then s τ3 t. The termination of the calculational engine can be easily
shown with τ .
The following example appeared when an actual correctness proof
of a program was performed by the authors. It shows the effectiveness
of reasoning with this rewrite engine in practice. We do not use the
syntax of IntTerm here to increase readability. The expression:
c + ((3 + (f (x) + (−4))) + (−c))
is subsequently reduced to
c + ((f (x) + (3 + (−4))) + (−c)),
c + ((f (x) + (−1)) + (−c)),
c + (f (x) + ((−1) + (−c))),
c + (f (x) + ((−c) + (−1))),
c + ((−c) + (f (x) + (−1))),
0 + (f (x) + (−1)),
and finally
f (x) + (−1).
The treatment of rewriting bitwise operations is done in the same
way as the one of integer expressions. For reasons of space and readability, we do not go further into this here.
3.3. The Decision Procedure
The third part of our representation of Computer Arithmetic consists
of a decision procedure for integer arithmetic with function symbols.
We use Shostak’s SUP-INF algorithm [13, 14] for solving unquantified
Presburger formulas which might also contain an unlimited number of
function and predicate symbols.
Intuitively, Presburger formulas are those that can be built up from
integers and variables over integers, addition, equality and inequality
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relations, and first-order logical connectives. The decision procedure we
use here, see [14], operates on an extension of the quantifier-free version
of Presburger arithmetic. This extension allows an unlimited number of
n-ary function symbols f (n) : ZZ n → ZZ, and n-ary predicate symbols
P (n) : ZZ n , with 0 ≤ n, in each formula. These symbols are treated as
undefined, i.e., they are not interpreted. A small example of this kind
of formula is the following:
x < f (y) ∧ f (y) ≤ (x + 1) → (P (x) ↔ P (f (y) + (−1))) .
More generally, Shostak’s algorithm works on unquantified formulas of first-order logic which contain any function and predicate
symbols over the set of integers. Those symbols are not interpreted
except the function + and the predicates <, ≥, >, and =. A more
general treatment of decision procedures is given in [15] and [4].
This decision procedure is linked to the theory of integers in Isabelle/HOL by a straightforward translation from logical formulas to
an internal language similarly to the way described in section 3.2. In
addition to that, we allow multiplication with constants, for they can
be rewritten as a finite sum, and also subtraction, since that can be
rewritten as addition by complementing the second addend.
The decision procedure rejects terms which cannot be translated
into the internal language, i.e., which are not recognized as formulas
of the described extension of unquantified Presburger arithmetic. An
exception is signaled in that case and the calling procedure, e.g., a proof
tactic, has to cope with it.
If a formula was read in, the procedure gives a true or false as
answer, depending on which conclusion it has reached.

4. The Combined System
The strength of our approach to computer arithmetic is the combination of systems that have different fields of application but which are
chosen and implemented to work together in order to solve a demanding
problem. Efficient interaction and a reasonable “division of labour” was
a major design goal.
Stemming from the demand to reason about computer arithmetic, a
theory was developed which fits these needs and overcomes limitations
of existing solutions by extending them, i.e., providing the division and
modulus operation and integrating bitwise operations on integers.
In order to make use of this theory we need a way to reason about
it. The most basic way to do that is to use basic rewriting of goals by
rules gained from the equational theory induced by the definition of
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integers. Isabelle provides a powerful rewrite engine, called simplifier,
that supports the proving procedure in a sophisticated way. Nevertheless, its generality prevents the simplifier to be as efficient and useful
as a specialized rewrite engine could be. Many arithmetical goals could
only awkwardly or not at all be proved with that tool alone. Apart
from rewriting, actual calculations like division cannot be done in a
reasonable way in Isabelle. The calculational engine is used to remedy
such problems.
Simplifying arithmetical expressions by calculations and simple rewriting is a basic way of reasoning but is too “primitive” to provide
efficient tactics. Shostak’s decision procedure is therefore used to solve
more sophisticated goals when reasoning about Computer Arithmetic.
It should be remarked that the Computational Engine is used to aid
the decision procedure directly by rewriting an integer expression into
a proper format such that the decision procedure can reason about it.
Technically, the integration of the calculational engine into Isabelle
is done as a simple tactic that calls an oracle which maps an Isabelle
term to the internal language of the calculational engine. Given the
conclusion of the current subgoal, the oracle then provides the result
of the calculations as a theorem which states that the argument and
the reduced expression are equivalent. The subgoal and that theorem
are then resolved.
Alternatively, the calculational engine is linked to the simplifier in
Isabelle. By setting up a simplification procedure the external reasoner
can aid the simplifier when rewriting complex subgoals which involve
arithmetical expressions.
The decision procedure is linked to the theorem prover in a similar
way as the calculational engine.
Finally, we can say that a logical theory of integers and bitwise
operations provides a suitable basis for modeling Computer Arithmetic.
The reasoning in that theory is made feasible by the tight coupling of a
specialized rewrite engine, combined with calculation capabilities, and
a powerful decision procedure.

5. Conclusions
A combined system for reasoning in computer arithmetic has been
shown in this contribution. An integrated approach of logical, calculational and rewriting techniques makes it feasible to deduce complex
theorems in computer arithmetic.
For the future, we plan to generalize the decision procedure in the
way discussed in [15] and [4].
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